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MATLAB: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem Solving, Fourth Edition, has been

updated to reflect the functionality of the current version of MATLAB, including the new H2 Graphics

system. It features new and revised end-of-chapter exercises, more engineering applications to help

the reader learn this software tool in context, and a new section on object-oriented programming in

MATLAB. MATLAB has become the standard software tool for solving scientific and engineering

problems due to its powerful built-in functions and its ability to program. Assuming no knowledge of

programming, this book guides the reader both programming and built-in functions to easily exploit

MATLAB's extensive capabilities for tackling engineering problems. The book starts with

programming concepts, such as variables, assignments, and selection statements, moves on to

loops, and then solves problems using both the programming concept and the power of MATLAB.

In-depth coverage is given to input/output, a topic fundamental to many engineering

applications.Presents programming concepts and MATLAB built-in functions side-by-sideOffers a

systematic, step-by-step approach, building on concepts throughout the book and facilitating easier

learningIncludes sections on common pitfalls and programming guidelines to direct students toward

best practicesCombines basic programming concepts, built-in functions, and advanced topics for

problem solving with MATLAB to make this book uniquely suitable for a wide range of courses

teaching or using MATLAB across the curriculum
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To use this very practical book effectively, one must(should) have some level of the...MATLAB

software...installed or have access to it.Though not a Programmed Instruction book, common in the

50s, 60s, and 70s, you are encouraged to work your way through the book. That is, from the very

beginning you are working with actual code as you learn the proper formats. You learn by actually

being a participant rather than an observer! Questions, problems, and meaningful exercises are the

main methods for teaching and learning used in this book. They are plentiful throughout the book.

Each page requires the reader to actually practice what is being taught. The book provide the

proper formats for MATLAB coding.A beginner will find this book to be a full-fledged source for

learning MATLAB. Those with experience would find it useful for reviewing in general and/or

refreshing one's memory of topics and techniques that may have become cloudy. Thus the book

serves the dual purposes of a learning source as well as an excellent source of review....The

Chapters are....1. Introduction to MATLAB2. Vectors and Matrices3. Introduction to MATLAB

Programming4. Selection Statements5. Loop Statements and Vectorizing Code6. MATLAB

Programs7. String Manipulation8, Data Structures9. Advanced File Input and Output10. Advanced

Functions11. Introduction to Object-Orientated Programming12. Advanced Plotting Techniques13.

Sights and Sounds14. Advanced MathematicsEach Chapter ends with...Common Pitfalls and

Programming Style Guidelines....One can choose topics based on experience and/or background.

However, the book is designed to teach step by step!Its approach will be useful to those who are

learning for the first time and/or those who may have become a little rusty and are seeking to

review.This is not a Programmed Instruction Book. But it has the pedagogy of one. You are

encouraged to work your way through the book. As a result it's hard to imagine how one would not

learn by using it. I am currently using this book and have never used MATLAB before. I find this

book's approach to be ideal for my interests and background. As a result I am giving it five stars.
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